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A BSTRACT
Subtitles are a research area of growing importance in interactive
virtual reality (VR), for localisation and hearing aid as the medium
becomes more accessible to the public. Currently, there are no
established guidelines for implementing subtitles in VR. Depth is
a particular issue for subtitles in VR as it can result in occlusion or
strain on users due to conflicting depth cues between the environment
and subtitles. We present an analysis of contemporary interactive
VR applications that support subtitles, to provide insight into current
practices and design issues. Based on this, we propose three subtitle
techniques that leverage eye tracking to address depth related issues,
and reflect on the design space of supporting subtitles with gaze.
Keywords: Virtual reality, Subtitles, Gaze interaction, Eye tracking.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality; Humancentered computing—Accessibility—Accessibility technologies
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I NTRODUCTION

Subtitles are well established in television (TV) and cinema, as
a tool for language localisation and inclusion of viewers who are
deaf or hard of hearing [3]. Subtitles have a significant role also
in interactive media such as videogames and virtual reality (VR),
including for storytelling and interaction with avatars. However,
unlike in TV and film, there are no agreed practices for subtitle
support in interactive media [27].
Subtitle support for interactive VR is challenging for a number of
reasons. First, the interactive nature of VR leads to more dynamic
user behaviour and less predictable viewing and reading patterns
compared to TV and film. Second, VR applications offer a full
360° field of regard (FOR) with environments that surround the user
and encourage significant body movement. As such, nothing in the
environment, including the subtitles, is guaranteed to be visible to
the user [10, 34]. Third, the addition of depth in VR applications
is particularly problematic as subtitles can be occluded. This can
result in discomfort as a result of subtitles being rendered over
other objects that are perceived to be closer [29], loss of readability
due to subtitles being occluded by nearer objects, or strain due to
significantly different depths between the subtitles and regions of
interest (ROIs) in a scene [24, 45].
In this work we consider subtitle techniques that address depth
conflicts on the basis of gaze-awareness. Gaze is attractive for
subtitles as we naturally look at objects that we are interested in.
Eye tracking is therefore able to give information on if the user
is reading the subtitles, and where in the environment they are
looking. Previously, gaze has been used to evaluate how reading
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subtitles on displays affect our attention [7, 8, 21, 22], and how
the information provided by gaze can be post-processed and used
to augment subtitles to create a better user experience compared
to traditional static subtitles [2]. Eye tracking technologies have
recently been integrated within head-mounted displays (HMDs),
enabling real-time gaze analysis [40]. The ability to process gaze in
real-time affords subtitles that can dynamically change based on the
users ROI without explicit user input.
To ground our work, we surveyed current subtitle practice based
on 20 contemporary interactive VR titles that were selected based on
popularity and inclusion of subtitle support. The analysis provides
insight into the design space, the variation in subtitle presentation
and behaviour, and depth problems exposed. The outcome is a
classification that served to contextualise the design and evaluation
of novel subtitle techniques.
As a first step to the topic of leveraging gaze for subtitles in interactive VR, we developed three new subtitle techniques that leverage
eye gaze. In Backdrop Blur, subtitles are highlighted when gazed
on by blurring the area behind the subtitles. Depth Shift aims to
maximise comfort and readability by adjusting the depth of the subtitles to match the current gazed on object. Backdrop Blur + Depth
Shift combines the two techniques to adjust the depth of the subtitles
and trigger the highlighting when gazed upon. All three techniques
have been implemented in a head-mounted VR environment. The
contributions of this work, in sum, are (1) an evaluation of subtitles
in contemporary VR applications and identification of current trends
within the design space of subtitles in interactive VR; (2) three VR
subtitle techniques that demonstrate the concept of using eye gaze to
create dynamic subtitle behaviour to solve depth issues of subtitles
in VR; (3) a discussion of the design space of VR subtitles and using
gaze for addressing these issues.
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R ELATED W ORK

Subtitles are a central part in an immersive and inclusive interactive
experience and are today heavily established in TV and cinema [3].
Approximately 5% of the world population suffer from disabling
hearing loss [47] and a large group are dependent on language
localisation. However, the gaming industry has yet to introduce any
agreed on practices for subtitles in either desktop games [27] or
VR applications. While it is common for desktop games to place
subtitles at the bottom of the screen as in TV due to its familiarity for
users, other factors such as the number of characters, number of lines,
colours and display duration may vary between applications [27, 28].
VR offers additional challenges compared to desktop games and
TV due to the significantly larger field of view (FOV), a 360° FOR,
objects placed at different depths, and users freely exploring the
content. Additionally, contemporary interactive VR devices allow
users to freely walk around in environments and interact with objects
via their hands. This freedom of movement leads to a highly unpredictable user behaviour which makes it impossible to know where
users will be looking at any given time. Issues in established subtitles also becomes enhanced in VR. Previous research has highlighted
that the usually large distance between subtitles and the main ROI in
TV causes the viewer to continually look away from the main viewing area to read the subtitles at the bottom of the screen [2, 8, 16, 17].

Table 1: Applications investigated during the survey and main characteristics of their respective subtitles.

Application

Main Audio
Source

Speaker
Identification

Subtitle Content

Placement
Reference

Possible
Occlusion

Apollo 11 VR [18]
Arizona Sunshine [44]
A-Tech Cybernetic VR [48]
BAAM SQUAD [1]
Batman: Arkham VR [33]
Fallout 4 VR [5]
FARHOME [13]
Gun Club VR [39]
L.A. Noire: The VR Case Files [32]
The Mage’s Tale [19]
Overkill VR [15]
Pavlov VR [12]
PlayStation VR Worlds [35]
Project Cars 2 [36]
Resident Evil 7: Biohazard [11]
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim VR [6]
Steam VR Tutorial [43]
Subnautica [41]
SVRVIVE: The Deus Helix [38]
The Lab [42]

Off-screen voice
Off-screen voice
Off-screen voice
Off-screen voice
In-game character
In-game character
Off-screen voice
None
In-game character
In-game character
Off-screen voice
None
In-game character
Off-screen voice
In-game character
In-game character
In-game character
Off-screen voice
Off-screen voice
Off-screen voice

Name
Name
None
None
None
Name
Name
None
Picture
None
None
Picture
None
None
None
None
Name
Placement
None
Picture

Narration
Monologue
Dialogue with instructions
Instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Instructions
Instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Instructions
Instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Monologue
Dialogue with instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Dialogue with instructions
Instructions

World
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Object
Head
Head
Object
Controller
Head
Object
Head
Head
Object
Head
World
Controller

No
Yes
No
Yes
Adaptive Depth
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Adaptive Depth
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

This behaviour may disrupt the viewing experience and cause unnecessary eye strain which becomes extra apparent in VR where
the FOV of modern HMDs are ∼100° horizontally and vertically.
Users may then have to continuously perform significantly large
gaze shifts between the ROIs and subtitles depending on the subtitle
placement. Subtitles in interactive VR has to take all of these factors
into account while being easily accessible and readable by users,
while also not disrupting immersion or causing cybersickness [31].
Research has mainly focussed on subtitles for watching 360° videos
with HMDs. Brown et al. investigated different subtitles for 360°
video that either followed the user’s head or were placed in the
environment [10] and found that the most critical attributes for VR
subtitles were that they should be easy to locate and allow the viewer
freedom to explore [9]. Rothe et al. compared dynamic subtitles
positioned close to the speaker with static subtitles fixed to the viewport and found that static subtitles make it easier to look around but
more difficult to absorb the content [34].
The added depth to VR can have a significant impact on both the
user’s ability to find the subtitles and their freedom of movement.
Occlusion, where objects that are closer to the user obstruct the
subtitles may not only make the subtitles partially unreadable but
even unfindable if wholly occluded. The risk of occlusion becomes
even more prevalent in interactive VR where users are encouraged
to move around in the environment. Occlusion may also lead to
restricted freedom of movement imposed on users as they are not
able to move freely without losing sight of the subtitles. Occlusion
may be avoided by placing the subtitles very close to the user, rendering the subtitles over closer objects, or placing environmental
objects exclusively at large distances. However, prolonged exposure to close objects in VR can be uncomfortable [20, 25] and the
other approaches may lead to depth conflicts which may cause strain
on the user. Previous research has highlighted potential depth cue
conflicts in VR that may cause strain:
• Vergence-accomodation conflict: occurs when the eyes converge on an object that is seen in two spatially offset views
provided to each eye but the eyes’ lenses accommodate at a
different depth (screen depth) [23].
• Occlusion/stereopsis conflict: occurs when objects are not

occluded by objects that are perceived to be physically
closer [29].
• Near/far conflict: occurs when the user has to frequently shift
their attention between objects at very different depths [29].
• Pictoral conflict: happens when textures around or behind an
object are seen differently between the two eyes resulting in
binocular rivalry [29].
Nguyen et al. investigated techniques that address depth issues for
subtitles and other user interface elements in 360° video by adjusting
the subtitle rendering based on the video content [29]. Research has
also been made in augmented reality, for example, view management
techniques that place textual labels at depths to avoid occlusion [4]
or on x-ray vision that retain objects’ depth information [26]. While
knowledge gained from augmented reality and 360° videos can be
used in the design process of subtitle techniques, interactive VR
offers additional factors to consider. Our work is first to consider the
design area of subtitles and their depth issues in interactive VR.
Eye tracking provides information of where in the world a user
is looking and has traditionally proven to be valuable in diagnostic
studies, providing quantitative data regarding the user’s visual and
attentional processes [14]. Eye tracking has therefore been used
extensively for studying users’ attention process while reading subtitles [7, 8, 21, 22]. The information provided by eye tracking from
multiple users has also been used to place subtitles dynamically by
using gaze data from previous viewings to reduce travel distance
between the subtitles and the primary ROI [2]. Additionally, eye
tracking has been previously used for other implicit interactions such
as gaze reactive narration [37], foveated rendering [30], or depth
prediction [46]. This work is first to consider the use of real-time eye
tracking for subtitles in VR. While previous work has used gaze data
for dynamically placing subtitles, they have only done so using data
from multiple viewings. Similarly, while previous work has investigated dynamic subtitles in VR, no one has previously considered
using eye tracking for this purpose. We investigate contemporary
subtitles in VR and reflect on their usage and inherent depth issues
to develop novel subtitles technique for interactive VR using gaze.
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S URVEY

OF

S UBTITLES

IN I NTERACTIVE

VR

The large variety of applications available in interactive VR together
with the lack of agreed on practice for subtitles lead to significantly
different implementations of subtitles (Fig. 1). We classified 20 VR
applications (Table 1) based on their subtitle characteristics to get
an understanding of the current usage of VR subtitles in order to
effectively adress depth issues. The applications were selected via
the top-selling category in the Steam Store or PlayStation Store and
contained subtitle support during the time of the survey (May 2018).
Applications which did not contain subtitles were not considered for
the survey. The applications ranged from VR experiences to adventure and role-playing games. From analysing the VR applications,
we were able to gain knowledge of the current practices of subtitles.
3.1

Appearance

The appearance of subtitles include visual factors such as the font,
font borders and shadows, the subtitle canvas and the number of lines
and can be used to increase readability and immersion. However, it
may also lead to a decreased user experience. We found that 19 of
the 20 reviewed applications used a white sans-serif font inspired
by traditional subtitle appearance from TV. However, SVRVIVE:
The Deus Helix displayed the subtitles on interactive panels closely
aligned to the design language of the game [38]. Eight applications
used a text border or shadow to make the text stand out. The remaining applications used no additional text border or shadow. Ten
applications did not use a canvas to display the subtitles on while
seven applications used a black canvas to display the subtitles on.
Finally, three applications used a coloured canvas. The maximum
amount of lines displayed also varied between applications; ten
applications displayed subtitles on at most two lines, while nine displayed subtitles on more than two lines. One application displayed
subtitles on only one line at a time.
3.2

Placement

VR allows more freedom for the placement of subtitles compared
to TV. Subtitles may be attached to objects in the scene, the user’s
FOV, or in the scene as a stand-alone object. The placement of
the subtitles may have a significant impact on how users read the
subtitles. Eleven applications placed the subtitles at the bottom of
the user’s FOV, inspired by TV subtitle placement. The approach
is simple and familiar to users. Two of these applications, The
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim VR and Fallout 4 VR contained subtitles that
were horizontally stationary until enough head rotation had been
performed so that the subtitles would be outside the FOV [5, 6].
The subtitles would then follow the head rotation while only being
partially visible on the edge of the FOV. This technique leads to less
obstructive subtitles but requires the user to shift their head in the
opposite direction to fully read the subtitles again.
The large FOV of contemporary HMDs means users are likely
to perform large gaze shift between the subtitles and ROIs if the
subtitles are placed at an edge of the FOV. These constant shifts
may be straining for the eyes during long-term usage and users may
perform unnatural head movement to move the subtitles closer to
the ROI. To mitigate this effect, PlayStation VR Worlds allowed
the user to manually configure the placement of the subtitles in
the FOV [35]. Alternatively, subtitles could be attached to other
objects than the head. Two applications placed the subtitles as a selfcontained object in the environment. The remaining six applications
placed the subtitles on existing objects or speakers in the scene.
3.3

Visibility

The 360° FOR in VR may lead to objects not always being visible.
This is also the case for subtitles, where they may not be visible
and readable to the user even if they are present in the application.
The placement of the subtitles has a direct effect on the subtitles’
visibility. The subtitles would always be visible if attached to FOV.

Figure 1: Subtitles can look significantly different between VR applications. A - Batman: Arkham VR: subtitles displayed on the bottom
of the FOV, inspired by traditional TV subtitles [33]. B - SVRVIVE:
The Deus Helix: subtitles are displayed on an interactive panel that
the user can move around to their own discretion [38]. C - Steam VR
Tutorial: subtitles may be attached to objects or speakers in the environment [43]. D - The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim VR: subtitles attached
to the FOV may collide with and become occluded by objects in the
environment [6].

Meanwhile, placing the subtitles in the environment means that
the subtitles are only available if the user is looking at that part of
the environment. Additionally, allowing users to interact with the
subtitles may have an effect on visibility.
Subtitles attached to the head was the most common type (12 of
20) and were in general always visible. However, dynamic subtitles
such as in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim VR or Fallout 4 VR would at
times be partly outside the FOV making the full subtitles unreadable.
Six applications contained subtitles which were placed in the virtual
environment and were only visible if the object was within the FOV.
Therefore, users are not able to explore the environment freely if
they wish to read the subtitles. The Lab and Pavlov VR attached
the subtitles on the user’s controller, enabling users to move the
subtitles into their FOV freely [12, 42]. SVRVIVE: The Deus Helix
even enabled players to actively invoke and dismiss the subtitles by
pressing a button on the controller [38].
3.4

Context

VR allows users to explore environments freely, which may lead to
users not looking at the audio source of the subtitles. Thus, there is
no guarantee that it is clear to the user who the subtitles belong to.
The user may therefore need additional information to understand
the subtitles’ context. Twelve applications did not provide any additional information to the subtitles. Five applications such as Batman:
Arkham VR used the speaker’s name as an identification [33]. Additionally, three applications such as Overkill VR used a picture to
identify the speaker next to the subtitles [15]. Steam VR Tutorial was
the only application that used the subtitle placement as a speaker
identification by attaching the subtitles to the speaker [43].
3.5

Depth Conflicts

Subtitles placed on the player’s FOV or in the environment may be
obstructed by objects that are closer to the user, which can lead to
significant occlusion of the subtitles. Nevertheless, eleven reviewed
applications contained subtitles that could be wholly or partially
occluded by objects that were closer to the user. Seven applications contained subtitles that were visible through closer objects to
fully avoid the occlusion problem. However, this technique suffers
from the occlusion/stereopsis conflict. All subtitles placed at fixed
depths from the user suffered from the near/far conflict when shifting
between the subtitles and objects at different depths.
The Mage’s Tale and Batman: Arkham VR were the only applications that offered subtitles that dynamically adapted its depth [19,33].
The subtitles avoids occlusion by adapting their distance to be closer
to the user than objects that would occlude the subtitles. This mechanism offered a novel subtitle experience, but could feel jittery since
the subtitles did not always transition smoothly between different
depths. Additionally, the subtitles would move when reading which
would at times cause a poor reading experience and the subtitles
could also suffer from the near/far conflict.
Overall, the survey showed a large variety in not only their purpose but also in terms of presentation and placement. While most
subtitles were mainly inspired by traditional TV subtitles, some took
advantage of the 3D environment or the interactivity of interactive
VR applications.
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G AZE

AUGMENTED

Figure 2: Background Blur blurs the background behind the subtitles
when the user is gazing on the subtitles.

The subtitles for all three techniques are grounded in the subtitle
properties most commonly found in the survey. The subtitles are
attached to the bottom of the FOV, following the head movements
and the appearance is based on existing TV subtitle standards [3].
4.1

Backdrop Blur

Backdrop Blur is a gaze aware subtitle technique that blurs the
scene in a rectangular area behind the subtitles when the subtitles
are gazed upon (Fig. 2). Blurring the scene behind the text creates
a canvas where edges become less distinct and colours blend into
each other on which the subtitles stand out for better readability.
Also, the technique aims to reduce binocular rivalry by creating a
canvas that weakens potentially conflicting depth cues. The blur is
only rendered when the user is gazing on the subtitles. As such, the
subtitles becomes less pronounced and distracting for the user when
in the periphery compared to if the blur would always be rendered.
In addition, since the blur is only rendered when the subtitles are
gazed upon, users are able to gaze on objects next to the subtitles
without being affected by the blur. In contrast, a constant blur would
force users to perform extra head movements to move the subtitles
away from their object of interest.
4.2

Depth Shift

Inspired by previous work on adaptive depth interfaces [19, 29, 33],
Depth Shift is an alternative subtitle technique that adapts the depth
of the subtitles to match the depth of the current gazed on object
(Fig. 3). Occlusion and other depth conflicts are thus avoided by
placing the subtitles slightly closer to the user compared to the gazed
on object. In addition, matching the subtitle depth to the current
gazed on object limits the effect of the near/far conflict as users do
not have to alternate their eye vergence while switching their gaze
between the world and subtitles.
The subtitle movement speed has to be carefully considered. Moving the text too quickly can lead to reduced readability while moving
the subtitles too slowly renders them unable to resolve depth conflicts in time. As such, the movement speed towards the user is

S UBTITLES

Through our evaluation, we gained knowledge about the current
practice of VR subtitles. The results showed that depth conflicts
for subtitles in VR applications is a pressing issue that can make
subtitles unreadable and cause strain on the user. Eye tracking gives
us additional information of if the user is reading the subtitles or
where in the virtual environment they are looking and allows for
the implementation of novel dynamic subtitle techniques that may
increase the user experience. We present three subtitle techniques
that use eye tracking in real time to address subtitle depth issues.

Figure 3: Depth Shift adjusts the distance of the subtitles to the user
based on the user’s gaze point.

higher to quickly avoid depth conflicts while the speed away from
the user is lower. A lower speed away from the user is chosen since
there is no need for quick movement when there is no depth conflict.
Additionally, a lower speed away from the user results in a shorter
distance for the subtitles to travel if the movement direction changes
towards the user. The subtitles remain stationary when gazed upon
to minimise unnecessary subtitle movement and maximise readability. The only exception to this rule is if an object is in front of the
subtitles when gazed upon, the subtitles would then move towards
the user to avoid depth conflicts.
A possible issue in matching the subtitle depth to the current gaze
point is if an object in front of the subtitles is closer to the user than
the current gaze point. This situation will lead to the subtitles being
behind the object when the user switches their gaze to the subtitles.
The subtitles will thus have to move towards the user while the
user is reading. The technique filters gaze data to adapt the subtitle
movement speed with a speed up factor when a saccade is detected.
The subtitles are thus able to quickly move to their new position and
avoid depth conflicts without users noticing any significant changes
due to the saccadic masking phenomenon during a saccade.
4.3

Depth Shift & Backdrop Blur

We also introduce a technique that combines both previous gazeaware techniques. The subtitles adapts its depth to the the gazed
on object and blurs its background when gazed upon. This combined technique showcase how two techniques can be combined and
possibly interact with each other to create a better user experience.
5

D ISCUSSION

The application survey showed a significant variety of subtitle implementations. The different subtitles highlights both the large design
space for subtitles in interactive VR but also the significant challenges in creating a good subtitle experience for users. As such,
multiple areas should be considered when designing subtitles for
VR applications. Factors such as appearance, context and placement
may affect immersion as subtitles can be designed to blend into the
environment. However, increased immersion may affect readability
as alternate subtitle designs may not follow the best subtitle practices for optimised reading. As such, there is a balancing act of
making the subtitles immersive and part of the environment while
also allowing good readability. From the results of the survey, we
found that applications mainly took inspiration from established
subtitle standards from TV and cinema. However, we found that
applications generally only followed subtitle standards to a certain
extent. Thus, the subtitles found did not commit to be immersive
or to be optimised for readability, but rather somewhere in between,
which could result in sub-optimal subtitle experiences which are
neither immersive nor readable.
In addition, designers have to take into account factors that are
unique for 3D environments. VR allows significant freedom in
terms of subtitle placement and may be placed in relation to the
user, the world, or a specific object within the world, and subtitles
may even fluidly switch between different positions. However, the
extra freedom may also be detrimental to the subtitle experience.
Each subtitle placement comes with their own visibility problems;
subtitles placed in the world are not guaranteed to be visible and
subtitles placed relative to the user’s viewpoint may be distracting
and hinder immersion. In addition, depth issues may cause visibility
issues due to occlusion and causes strain on users. The survey
showed some approaches to tackle visibility and depth issues such
as on-demand subtitle invocation, adaptive depths or manual subtitle
configuration. However, a majority of applications in the survey
contained subtitles that were static in relation to their placement
reference and did not react to any additional input. As such, there
is significant room for exploration on subtitles that leverage novel
input modalities to improve the subtitle experience.

This work focussed on gaze as an input modality for subtitles,
focussing on addressing depth issues which we from our survey
deemed as the most pressing issue as depth issues can affect readability and cause strain on users. The techniques presented showcases
different possible approaches on how to use gaze to increase the user
experience of subtitles by reducing depth issues. Background Blur
leverages the information of whether a user is reading the subtitles
while Depth Shift use the information of where in the environment
the user is looking. These two and other possible approaches may
also be combined in the hope of finding a positive interaction between them, as we exemplified with the Background Blur + Depth
Shift technique. Subtitle techniques can also be differentiated on
whether they adjust the subtitles or the surrounding environment.
Background Blur adjusts the surrounding environment by blurring,
while Depth Shift adjusts the subtitle position to adhere to the environment. There may be additional ways to use gaze to combat
depth issues. We will continue our work by evaluating the presented
techniques and to consider alternative approaches using gaze.
While the techniques in this paper focus on depth issues, gaze
may also be used to address other areas within the design space
identified in our survey. For example, gaze patterns may be used to
change the subtitle appearance, affect subtitle placement, or show
additional contextual information. Further work has to be conducted
to develop and evaluate new techniques using gaze or other modalities to address design issues within subtitles to make VR a more
inclusive medium. Our work is an initial step in exploring subtitles
in interactive VR and showcases how novel input devices can be
used to enhance the subtitle experience.
6 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, We address depth issues for subtitles in interactive VR.
We reviewed the subtitles of 20 contemporary interactive VR applications to ground our work and gain an understanding of current
usage of subtitles in interactive VR and their depth problems. We
developed three novel subtitle techniques using eye tracking based
on our findings that attempts to solve depth conflicts for subtitles in
interactive VR. Further work is needed to further develop and evaluate novel subtitle techniques that increase the usability of subtitles
and opens up VR for a broader demographic of users.
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